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Introduction:

Thousands of protesters gathered at Philadelphia’s Independence Mall during

the city’s first Earth Day in 1970 to protest the city’s lack of action on prominent

environmental issues. These protesters used face masks as a symbolic representation

of their anxieties. During the latter half of the twentieth century, smog was a common

feature over the city, and many residents were increasingly distressed about the

consequences of air pollution to their health and environment. These worries extended1

far beyond the city of Philadelphia, and the mid-Atlantic region in particular was the

center of many protests against air pollution, due to the industrial background of many

of its cities.

Environmental issues first gained prolonged national attention in the 1960s,

which was an era defined by protests. Many activists who were involved in other social

movements at the time, including the civil rights movement and protests against the

Vietnam War, also became champions of environmental causes. Urban environmental

issues such as smog and vehicle emissions provided visible demonstrations of the

environmental harms resulting from human actions. A national environmental movement

began in the 1960s, with the noteworthy publication of Rachel Carson’s book Silent

Spring in 1962, but it wasn’t until the 1970s that the movement found its footing and

gained prominence across the country, largely due to the national activist culture and

visible levels of smog and emissions. As historian Riley Dunlap explains in American

Environmentalism: The US Environmental Movement, 1970-1990, “the environmental

1 “Broadcasters Give Earth Day Special Attention,” New York Times, April 22, 1970, University of
Pennsylvania Archive.
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movement had clearly “arrived” by 1970, as shown by the tremendous growth in the

size of the conservation-era organizations, the development of newer organizations,

and in widespread public support.” The 1970s were also a period of unprecedented2

environmental legislation and policy change. In just five years between 1970 and 1975,

President Richard Nixon created the Environmental Protection Agency and multiple

groundbreaking pieces of environmental legislation were passed, including the Clean

Air Act of 1970, the Clean Water Act of 1972, and the Endangered Species Act of 1973.

The environmental movement of the 1970s and 1980s was unique because of the

alignment of significant policy changes and remarkable levels of grassroots activism.

The majority of research focused on environmental history separates the study of

policy and the study of citizen activism. Many historians focus on the impact of

environmental policies, such as the 1970 Clean Air Act, but do not concentrate on the

conditions that brought about their passage. Works regarding citizen activism are less3

common, and those that exist tend to focus on the tactics that activists used to increase

citizen engagement, rather than how citizens effectively advocated for policy change.

For example, Adam Rome’s 2013 book, The Genius of Earth Day: How a 1970 Teach-in

Unexpectedly Made the First Green Generation, was groundbreaking in being the first

3 Examples of significant works in the environmental history field focused on policy include: Scott
Hamilton Dewey, Don’t Breathe the Air: Air Pollution and U.S. Environmental Politics, 1945-1970, vol. 1st
ed, Environmental History Series (College Station, Tex: Texas A&M University Press, 2000),
http://libproxy.temple.edu/login?url=https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=e000xna&A
N=49436&site=ehost-live&scope=site; Richard Schmalensee and Robert N. Stavins, “Policy Evolution
Under the Clean Air Act,” Journal of Economic Perspectives 33, no. 4 (2019): 27–50,
https://doi.org/10.1257/jep.33.4.27; and Joseph S. Shapiro, “Pollution Trends and US Environmental
Policy: Lessons from the Last Half Century,” SSRN Electronic Journal, 2021,
https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3963706.

2 Riley E. Dunlap, American Environmentalism: The US Environmental Movement, 1970-1990, ed. Angela
G. Mertig (New York: Taylor & Francis, 2013), https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315799193, 6.

http://libproxy.temple.edu/login?url=https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=e000xna&AN=49436&site=ehost-live&scope=site
http://libproxy.temple.edu/login?url=https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=e000xna&AN=49436&site=ehost-live&scope=site
http://libproxy.temple.edu/login?url=https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=e000xna&AN=49436&site=ehost-live&scope=site
https://doi.org/10.1257/jep.33.4.27
https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3963706
https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3963706
https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315799193
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comprehensive history of America’s largest environmental grassroots movement to

date, but primarily focuses on the education and citizen engagement that resulted from

the first Earth Day. Rome argues that the first Earth Day led to the publication of more

sustainability-related news coverage, the creation of environmental studies programs at

U.S. universities, and other changes that led everyday citizens to become more

connected to and educated about their environment, but he does not focus on policy

and regulatory changes that resulted from this movement. This paper utilizes the case4

study of air pollution in Philadelphia to examine the connection between citizen activism

and environmental policy implementation. This paper argues that organizing by citizens

strengthened the development and implementation of air pollution control policies on a

local and state level throughout the latter half of the twentieth century by bringing

increased attention to this issue during a time in which it was often overlooked by

elected officials.

Air pollution was the primary motivator for the majority of the environmental

grassroots protests and policy changes that took place during the 1970s and 1980s.

Both the first Earth Day and the 1970 Clean Air Act incited two decades of

unprecedented action to address air pollution. Those efforts culminated in the 1990

Clean Air Act amendments, which addressed pressing air pollution issues such as the

depletion of the ozone layer and urban smog. As one of the largest cities in the United

States, Philadelphia was one of the first to grapple with the environmental effects of

urbanization. In the 1970s, environmental issues became a common topic in city

4 Adam Rome, The Genius of Earth Day: How a 1970 Teach-in Unexpectedly Made the First Green
Generation, First edition. (New York: Hill and Wang, 2013).
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newspapers such as the Philadelphia Inquirer. Additionally, Philadelphia had an active

citizen environmental movement during this time period, with dozens of environmental

groups leading teach-ins, protests, and meetings to campaign for stronger air pollution

control. Consistent and effective citizen advocacy in Philadelphia during the 1970s and

1980s led to strong air pollution control policies in Philadelphia during this time, which

sometimes even went beyond requirements placed on the city by federal regulations.

Although Philadelphia was instrumental in the modern environmental movement, it has

received relatively little attention in the historiography of American environmentalism.5

The study of Philadelphia’s twentieth century environmental movement also

offers an important lens through which to study environmental justice implications of

citizen activism and policy change. The environmental justice movement first emerged

in the 1990s, and was inspired by many of the discriminatory and unjust environmental

policies implemented in the decades prior. This movement brought attention to the

disproportionate environmental harms placed on marginalized communities, including

low income communities and communities of color. These harms were typically the

result of unjust environmental policies, which placed hazardous waste facilities and

other toxic pollutants in marginalized communities. This paper explores the

environmental justice implications of both inequitable policy implementation and a local

grassroots movement that was largely made up of white, middle-class residents.

Philadelphia, as a city that continues to grapple with environmental justice concerns,

offers an important example of the 1970 to 1990 Philadelphia environmental

5 James Longhurst, “‘Typically American,’” Pennsylvania History: A Journal of Mid-Atlantic Studies 79, no.
4 (2012): 409–27, https://doi.org/10.5325/pennhistory.79.4.0409, 418.

https://doi.org/10.5325/pennhistory.79.4.0409
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movement’s failure to address the environmental harms placed on marginalized

communities.

By evaluating the connections between citizen activism and the air pollution

control efforts of city and state government, this paper explores how citizen activists

effectively advocated for strong air pollution control policies in Philadelphia from 1970 to

1990. Specifically, this paper examines the connection between the advocacy of citizen

activists and the actions of local government officials to examine the connections

between grassroots movements and policy regulations. There was increased attention

towards addressing air pollution concerns in Philadelphia from 1970 to 1990 by both

citizen groups and the city government, although the Pennsylvania state government

remained reluctant to implement air pollution control policies. Citizens utilized bottom-up

advocacy tactics to encourage the local government to implement stronger air pollution

control policies, while simultaneously using federal legislation and lawsuits to force the

city and state governments to fulfill legal air pollution control obligations. However,

activists and legislators repeatedly prioritized the concerns of white, middle-class

residents while ignoring and largely excluding the perspective of marginalized

communities.

Bottom-Up Advocacy:

During the latter half of the twentieth century, citizens were often the first to

sound the alarm against unprecedented and dangerous levels of air pollution. As the

environmental movement grew throughout the 1960s, many citizens began learning
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about and advocating on behalf of the environment. A combination of factors, including

rising media attention towards environmental accidents and concerns, an increasingly

activist culture and society stemming from the civil rights movement and anti-Vietnam

War protests of the 1960s, and a greater scientific understanding of how to effectively

address environmental issues, all led to unparalleled levels of environmental activism in

the 1970s. Local organizing during this time took on a unique form, with an emphasis6

on participatory democracy. Grassroots activism was combined with direct participation

in existing government structures. Environmental advocates took advantage of all the

tools available to them, ranging from organizing rallies and campaigns to removing

elected officials from office to filing lawsuits and participating in public hearings.

Historian James Longhurst argues that organizing in the 1970s “emphasized citizenship

and participatory democracy and that created a newly diffuse layer of similar but

independent groups in cities, neighborhoods, and regions across the United States.”7

Longhurst uses the example of community organizing in Pittsburgh to demonstrate how

environmental activists attended public hearings and voiced their opposition to the city’s

lack of air pollution regulations to prompt change. Participatory democracy often8

allowed for environmental activists to express their thoughts during the local policy

making process. For example, college students organized letter writing campaigns to

express their opinions on ways that local officials could address pressing environmental

8 Longhurst, Citizen Environmentalists, 174.

7 James Lewis Longhurst, Citizen Environmentalists (Medford, Massachusetts: Tufts University Press,
2010), 11.

6 Riley E. Dunlap, American Environmentalism: The US Environmental Movement, 1970-1990, ed. Angela
G. Mertig (New York: Taylor & Francis, 2013), https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315799193, 3-4.

https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315799193
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concerns, including air pollution. Additionally, the Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for9

Clean Air encouraged engagement with the city government by organizing local forums

that allowed citizens to ask city commissioners questions about what the city is doing to

decrease air pollution in their communities. Participatory democracy allowed citizens10

to directly express their environmental policy concerns to government officials.

Citizen advocacy during the late twentieth century demonstrates the use of a

bottom-up approach to air pollution control in which citizen groups utilized participatory

democracy tactics and grassroots protests to influence local air pollution policies.

Rather than getting caught up in national policy debates, organizers recognized that the

largest change could be made in their local communities. Pollution required different

approaches depending on the local environment, and activists in Philadelphia tended to

emphasize the importance of addressing air pollution. Several conditions unique to

Philadelphia, such as a high number of cars emitting fumes and factory emissions made

it more effective to address air quality on the local level by targeting Philadelphia’s

highest polluters. Activists utilized the Philadelphia Air Management hotline to report

information about companies violating air pollution rules and regulations. Local11

activists also advocated to elect environmental champions to city-level positions and

participated in local forums, including Philadelphia’s local Air Pollution Control Board

meetings.

11 “15 Night Air Polluters Discovered by Patrols,” Philadelphia Inquirer, September 20, 1970, 1841962163,
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer, 26.

10 “Attack on Pollution Urged,” Philadelphia Inquirer (1969-2001), March 1, 1970, 1841917246, ProQuest
Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer.

9 “Letter Writing Campaigns,” Philadelphia Inquirer, December 21, 1989, 1853876641, ProQuest Historical
Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer.
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Citizen advocacy groups prioritized education in order to inspire continued

engagement with environmental issues among their members. One of the largest citizen

groups in the Philadelphia area, the Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for Clean Air

(DVCCCA), was established in 1967 by the Delaware Valley Tuberculosis and Health

Association. Vehicle emissions were one of the primary concerns of the DVCCA. In a

pamphlet distributed to their members during the

1970s, the group called on citizens to recognize

the danger posed by automobile emissions by

stating, “Our present transportation system,

particularly the private automobile is consuming

almost one third of our energy, strangling our

urban areas and endangering our health by

polluting the air we breathe - does it have to be

this way?” It elaborates by including information about transportation control methods12

in the Delaware Valley area and efforts to promote public transit, such as having

bus-only lanes and greater investment. This pamphlet demonstrates an important trend

in citizen environmental groups. During the latter half of the twentieth century, many

groups prioritized education and engagement with environmental concerns in order to

foster the growth of lifelong environmental advocates. Education played a pivotal role in

the Philadelphia environmental movement, and groups such as the DVCCA distributed

educational resources and organized lectures and teach-in events. The actions of the

12 Citizens’ Council for Clean Air (Philadelphia, Breathing in Philadelphia (Philadelphia : Washington, D.C.:
The Council; printed by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency),
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/102180366, 6.

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/102180366
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/102180366
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DVCCA are a prime example of the balancing act of citizen groups during this time

period. The DVCCA utilized a bottom-up approach to advocating for change through the

distribution of pamphlets and the organization of protests, while simultaneously working

to directly influence policy.

The DVCCA took on a leadership role in the Philadelphia area. They focused on

education and the recruitment of community and neighborhood leaders to further the

group’s goals and agenda. A 1985 letter from the President of the Council, Laren

Pitcairn, explains that the organization “helped review the environmental impact of

disposal facilities, and worked with community leaders, local government and

environmental agencies to develop progress for meaningful citizen participation in solid

waste planning.” Prominent grassroots groups, such as the Delaware Valley Citizens’13

Council for Clean Air, not only helped citizens organize against harmful policies, but also

connected them with local government organizations to allow them to advocate

effectively for their community.

The Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for Clean Air was not the only organization

in the area; Philadelphia had dozens of active environmental groups, including but not

limited to Friends of the Earth in the Delaware Valley, the Comstock Naturalist Society,

the Pennsylvania Environmental Council, and Philadelphia Conservationists, Inc. In

addition, advocacy and nonprofit groups that were not specifically focused on the

environment often took on environmental causes, particularly in the 1970s. In 1972, for

example, the League of Women Voters of Pennsylvania established an Environmental

13 Laren Pitcairn, “Membership Letter to Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for Clean Air Members,” Fall
1985, Delaware Valley Toxics Coalition Records, Temple University Special Collections Urban Archives.
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Quality Committee which published a report detailing pressing environmental concerns14

A multitude of groups championed environmental causes in Philadelphia during the

1970s and 1980s, including both groups that exclusively focused on environmental

issues and groups with a broader scope of advocacy interests.

Cooperation between grassroots organizations in Philadelphia and throughout

the state of Pennsylvania allowed for the coordination of campaigns and sharing of

resources between groups. Too often, grassroots movements fail because they are

made up of many factions with different interests and priorities. While environmental

groups in Philadelphia often did have varying priorities, they were also able to effectively

work together and coordinate on major initiatives. A recurring Pennsylvania Grassroots

Environmental Congress was organized during the 1980s as an opportunity for citizen

environmental groups throughout the state of Pennsylvania to travel to Harrisburg to

collaborate and share information about their current initiatives. Additionally, the15

Pennsylvania Environmental Network, which was made up of environmental groups

from across the state, was formed in the 1980s with the purpose of working “together to

provide “mutual aid” to citizens statewide.” This organization met monthly and16

established multiple goals for cooperation, including educating the public, increasing

local control over air pollution, sharing information to prevent groups from repeating

unsuccessful tactics, and creating a network to share information between groups. The

16 Diana Marie Steck, “What Is the Pennsylvania Environmental Network?,” n.d., Delaware Valley Toxics
Coalition Records, Temple University Special Collections Urban Archives.

15 “2nd PA Grassroots Environmental Congress Invitation,” April 5, 1987, Delaware Valley Toxics Coalition
Records, Temple University Special Collections Urban Archives.

14 “League of Women Voters Holds Annual Talks Tuesday,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, March 26, 1972,
1842907950, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer.
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collaboration and sharing of resources that existed between grassroots environmental

groups during this time period distinguished this movement from many other grassroots

movements, and allowed for effective policy change to be implemented as a result of

citizen advocacy.

Policies and Regulations:

Effective air pollution control policies and regulations often were the result of

sustained advocacy by grassroots groups along with the efforts of local government

officials. Throughout the latter half of the twentieth century, the local government

officials tasked with monitoring and reducing air pollution recognized that environmental

progress often takes many years. Therefore, a study of Philadelphia’s strategies to

control air pollution reveals the creation of long-term reduction plans. One notable

example of this is the twenty-one step, ten-year plan that was passed by the

Philadelphia City Council in 1969 before being presented to Philadelphia’s Air Pollution

Control Board. Philadelphia implemented this new air management code that aimed at17

“boosting penalties for persistent violators of anti-pollution regulations.” Long-term,18

consistent strategies such as multi-year plans and strict rules for violators of air pollution

regulations demonstrate the strong commitment of the city of Philadelphia to addressing

air pollution during the period from 1970 to 1990. The Air Management Code is a prime

example of the role that environmental grassroots groups played in advocating for

18 “War on Pollution: Three Worst Cities Map Out Their Battle Plans,” Chicago Tribune (1963-1996),
January 3, 1970, 168963784, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Chicago Tribune.

17 “10-Year Air Cleanup Will Be Voted On by City Pollution Board,” Philadelphia Inquirer, September 7,
1970, 1841943169, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer.
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progressive local air pollution control policies. The Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for

Clean Air was the main proponent advocating for the passage of the code in 1969, and

their advocacy efforts allowed it to get the attention it needed to pass. This code “gave

Philadelphia one of the toughest pollution-control laws in the nation and predated the

federal Clean Air Act.” Strong local air pollution control regulations, such as the 196919

Air Management Code, often were advocated for by strong and influential grassroots

groups.

The city’s commitment to addressing air pollution is also evident by the existence

of institutions responsible for overseeing progress in reducing emissions. A prime

example of this was the city’s renewed inclusion of its Air Pollution Control Board in

policy making decisions. Philadelphia first established an Air Pollution Control Board in

June 1948. This board played a varying role in air pollution policies throughout the20

following decades, and by the 1960s the board had minimal say in air pollution policy.

However, the power of the board was strengthened after the passage of Philadelphia’s

1969 Air Management Code, which required the oversight of the Air Pollution Control

Board for effective implementation. This Air Management Code differed from federal

environmental legislation because it addressed many of the unique air pollution

concerns that Philadelphia faced as a large, populated city, such as land use and motor

vehicle emissions.21

21 “Air Management Code,” Pub. L. No. 1046 (1969),
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2017-08/documents/10_27_pgs.pdf.

20 James D. Keeney, “Enforcement of Philadelphia’s 1969 Air Management Code: The First Three Years,”
Villanova Law Review 18, no. 2 (1972): 173.

19 Mark Jaffe, “Group Marks 20 Years of Fighting for Clean Air,” Philadelphia Inquirer, October 20, 1987,
1853119829, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer.

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2017-08/documents/10_27_pgs.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2017-08/documents/10_27_pgs.pdf
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The role of grassroots groups in pushing Philadelphia to adopt stronger and more

comprehensive air pollution control measures allowed progressive environmental

policies to be passed during a time when they were often not prioritized by elected

officials. Environmental issues were overlooked by elected representatives in favor of

issues relating to housing and crime. Oftentimes, candidates focused on environmental

advocacy were not ultimately elected into local positions in Philadelphia because

environmental concerns were not at the forefront of voter’s concerns. For example,

during the Philadelphia mayoral election of 1983, one Philadelphia Inquirer article noted

that “not much has been said about environmental issues in the heated Philadelphia

Democratic mayoral primary campaign.” While multiple environmental groups22

endorsed W. Wilson Goode during this election because of his background as chairman

of the Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission, environmental issues were ultimately

not a deciding factor for voters in the majority of local elections during this time period.

This led many public officials to disregard environmental concerns while in office, which

left it up to grassroots groups to galvanize local action by bringing attention to these

issues.

The period between 1970 and 1990 also saw the passage of multiple

groundbreaking pieces of federal environmental legislation, which gave citizen groups

additional tools to compel the local and state government to take action and fulfill their

obligations. The state tended to be more resistant to air pollution control policies than

the city of Philadelphia. The 1970 Clean Air Act amendments provided a powerful and

22 Russell Cooke, “Goode’s Conservation Record Draws Support of Environmental Groups,” Philadelphia
Inquirer, April 15, 1983, 1849588700, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer.
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comprehensive set of federal air pollution regulations that citizen groups forced the state

to follow. These amendments, which were signed by President Richard Nixon on

December 31, 1970, enacted strict federal air quality guidelines and increased federal

regulatory power to ensure compliance. The 1955 version of the Clean Air Act, while

stopping short of enacting precise air quality standards, had been the first federal

legislation to address air pollution. Eight years later, the first nationwide emission

standards were authorized, but they fell short of addressing many of the major sources

of air pollution, and in particular failed to address the increasing danger that motor

vehicles posed to air pollution levels. In 1970, a new and much stricter set of emission

limits were defined that addressed both stationary and mobile emission sources.

Since the passage of the 1970 Clean Air Act, states have been responsible for

meeting air quality standards. In an article published in the Villanova Environmental Law

Journal, Arnold Reitze Jr. explains that the Clean Air Act amendments of 1970

established that “primary and secondary national ambient air quality standards

(NAAQS) were to be set by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), not the states.

The 1970 law required “each state to develop a state implementation plan (SIP)

providing for attainment and maintenance of the NAAQS.” While the federal23

government set air quality standards and would often fine states that failed to meet

these standards, it was the role of the states, and often local municipalities as well, to

create specific policies to meet the NAAQS. States and local jurisdictions would conduct

inspections to ensure compliance and track progress towards meeting air quality and

23 Arnold W. Reitze Jr., “Air Quality Protection Using State Implementation Plans -Thirty-Seven Years of
Increasing Complexity,” Villanova Environmental Law Journal 15, no. 2 (2004): 209–366.
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automobile emission goals. The Clean Air Act of 1970 prompted many local24

governments, including Philadelphia, to introduce new policies and create commissions

to monitor air pollution control in order to ensure progress towards meeting EPA air

quality standards.

In multiple regards, Philadelphia went beyond the NAAQS required under the

Clean Air Act of 1970. For example, Philadelphia introduced its first comprehensive

Asbestos Control Regulations in 1971. While the Clean Air Act identified asbestos as a

dangerous pollutant in 1970, the federal government did not set strict national asbestos

standards until the amendments of 1990. The city of Philadelphia also completely

banned the spraying of asbestos at construction sites a year earlier. While the NAAQS25

set standards to be met for reducing many hazardous chemicals, Philadelphia’s

restrictions show that local municipalities were empowered to introduce their own air

quality standards beyond those enacted by the federal government. The modernization

of the air pollution monitoring systems in Philadelphia in the early 1970s, and the

accompanying financial allocation by the city government demonstrates the prioritization

of air pollution control by the Philadelphia government during the late twentieth century.

After the passage of the 1969 Air Management Code, Philadelphia’s air pollution

control policies were managed by multiple city agencies. The prolonged, bureaucratic

process to get policies approved by city government often limited the actions of

government employees at the time. While many environmental policies today are

25 Anthony Lame, “Asbestos Spraying Barred By City Unit as Health Peril,” Philadelphia Inquirer,
September 3, 1970, 1841921982, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer.

24 Congressional Research Service, “Clean Air Act: A Summary of the Act and Its Major Requirements,”
16.
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managed by Philadelphia’s Office of Sustainability, there was no city office specifically

dedicated to environmental policy during the twentieth century. Air pollution policy was

typically enforced by the Philadelphia Department of Public Health’s Bureau of Air

Management Services. Although this agency was specifically focused on air pollution,26

there were multiple limitations to its power that complicated enforcement of the air

management code. First, this agency was tasked with focusing specifically on the health

risks of air pollution, rather than environmental harms that accompany high emission

levels. Second, the agency had limited power, although its power did increase following

the passage of the 1969 Air Management Code. For example, the Bureau of Air

Management Services was permitted to block construction permits issued by the

Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspection if they were deemed to pose a

significant air pollution risk. They were also given additional responsibilities, including27

the authority to issue air pollution warnings and were required to investigate any air

pollution complaints that members of the public filed.

A significant pillar of Philadelphia’s air pollution control strategy was the tracking

of air pollution levels through advanced monitoring systems managed by the Bureau of

Air Management Services. These systems allowed the local government to identify

which pollutants were most prevalent in the city and adapt their air pollution policy

priorities to address the most pressing pollutant concerns. By 1971, just a year after the

1970 Clean Air Act was passed, Philadelphia had installed six air pollution monitoring

stations throughout the city. These stations collected information about air quality levels

27 Keeney, “Enforcement of Philadelphia’s Air Management Code,” 177.
26 Keeney, “Enforcement of Philadelphia’s Air Management Code,” 177.
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and disseminated this information to a computer located at the Philadelphia General

Hospital, where the information gathered from all of the stations could be viewed

simultaneously. Edward Wilson, the Assistant Health Commissioner for the Bureau of28

Air Management Services, identified multiple priorities for the monitoring stations.

Wilson explained that they could track and predict areas where dangerously high levels

of toxic pollutants would occur throughout the city and allow city officials to prioritize

policy concerns accordingly. Citizen groups also recognized the importance of air29

pollution control monitoring. The Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for Clean Air went

beyond the monitoring system implemented by the city in 1971 to advocate for the

creation of a regional air quality reporting system in 1975. This system allowed for air

pollution levels to be disseminated to Philadelphia residents daily. Before the30

implementation of computer-operated monitoring systems in the early 1970s, the city

only had manually operated systems, which allowed for a limited understanding of air

pollution concerns in Philadelphia.

Recognizing that one of the largest pollution concerns in the city was the

prevalence of motor vehicles, a significant component of Philadelphia’s air pollution

control strategy was to limit their travel and encourage public transit use. In 1977,

Philadelphia was one of the only cities that had established roads where only buses

were permitted to travel. The city government also prioritized taking old or31

31 Neal R. Peirce, “The Streets Belong to the People,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, August 15, 1977,
1845747019, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer.

30 Jaffe, “Group Marks 20 Years of Fighting for Clean Air.”
29 Clark, “Computers Begin to Monitor Pollution in Phila. Air.”

28 Mike Clark, “Computers Begin to Monitor Pollution in Phila. Air,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, September
19, 1971, 1842760467, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer.
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high-emitting vehicles off the road. The enforcement of this fell to the Philadelphia

Police Department, who were responsible for issuing citations to vehicles with visible

smoke, requiring the owner to get their vehicle repaired and submit proof to the Bureau

of Air Management Services. While in theory this was a strong program, in practice the32

police often failed to enforce it, and even when they did, the Bureau of Air Management

Services did not have adequate resources to follow up with vehicle owners to ensure

that they complied with the citation and repaired their vehicles. The actions of

Philadelphia during this time period indicate that the city took air pollution control

seriously, although implementation of policies was limited by a lack of resources and a

disorganized hierarchy of agencies responsible for enforcing air pollution control.

While many policy changes to address air pollution occurred on the local level,

activists also put pressure on the state as the entity ultimately responsible for

implementing many components of the 1970 federal Clean Air Act. In Philadelphia, local

organizers drew attention to the state’s weak enforcement of the Clean Air Act

requirements in order to force Pennsylvania to act. One of the most notable examples of

this occurred when the Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for Clean Air filed a lawsuit

against the state of Pennsylvania in 1982. Members of the DVCCCA had become

increasingly concerned about the impact that air pollution was having on human health.

To raise awareness, they established an air index informing citizens about the levels of

air pollution and the sources of pollution, information which was published daily in the

Philadelphia Inquirer. The council worked for decades to advocate for stronger air33

33 Delaware Valley Citizens Council for Clean Air, “Air Index,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, June 7, 1988.
32 Keeney, “Enforcement of Philadelphia’s Air Management Code,” 192.
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pollution control in the Delaware Valley area, and initially collaborated with the city of

Philadelphia by co-sponsoring an annual Cleaner Air Week with the city’s Air Pollution

Control Board. However, relations between the Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for34

Clean Air and the city of Philadelphia grew increasingly tense throughout the early

1970s. The lawsuit that the Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for Clean Air filed against

the state of Pennsylvania stemmed from a dissatisfaction with the state legislature’s

refusal to fund a vehicle emission inspection and maintenance program required under

the Clean Air Act of 1970. The case, which was filed in 1977, took five years to be

resolved. The United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit ultimately held the

state to be in violation of the Constitution, and the legislature was forced to find funding

to implement the program. The success of the Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for

Clean Air’s lawsuit against the state of Pennsylvania demonstrates the role that citizen

activists played in overseeing the state and ensuring that Pennsylvania was fulfilling its

obligations under the Clean Air Act.

Citizen groups were essential in the formulation and enforcement of local air

pollution control policy during the period from 1970 to 1990. These groups brought

greater attention to air pollution at a time when local elected officials often prioritized

other policy concerns. This in turn pressured the local government agencies to take

additional actions to address these problems. Simultaneously, citizen groups utilized the

requirements in federal environmental legislation, such as the Clean Air Act, to hold the

city and state government accountable to fulfilling their responsibilities and meeting

34 “Tate to Sign Code, Open Clean Air Week Monday,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, October 19, 1969.
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national standards. The combination of tactics used by citizen groups, from holding local

government accountable for meeting federal standards and regulations to amplifying

pressure on the government to address local air pollution concerns by increasing

attention towards these issues, allowed for a dramatic increase in air pollution control

efforts during this time period. However, there were still major limitations in these air

pollution control policies, with one of the most notable being the failure of these policies

to adequately address environmental justice. Federal regulations in particular had the

power to ensure that racial inequality was addressed in environmental policymaking, but

all levels of government failed to prioritize this issue between 1970 and 1990.

Environmental Justice:

During the 1970s and 1980s, as the U.S. first began grappling with

environmental justice, Philadelphia residents and the city government repeatedly

struggled to address the consequences of environmental policymaking and activism on

local communities. Similarly to many large American cities during the late35

twentieth-century, Philadelphia’s environmental movement tended to be made up of

white, middle-class residents. The perspectives of marginalized groups were rarely

35 The 1990s are often recognized as the beginning of the environmental justice movement. In order to
understand the evolution of this movement, it is essential to distinguish between the multiple terms used
to describe environmental justice. Environmental justice is defined by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency as “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people, regardless of race, color, national
origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental
laws, regulations, and policies.” Therefore, environmental justice cannot be achieved if certain
communities experience disproportionate exposure to environmental hazards. Scholars also use more
specific terms, such as environmental racism to study particular components of environmental injustice.

Sources: James Lester, David Allen, and Kelly M. Hill, Environmental Injustice In The U.S.: Myths And
Realities (Avalon Publishing, 2008), 9;  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Environmental
Justice-Related Terms,” May 5, 2013,
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-02/documents/team-ej-lexicon.pdf; and Robert D. Bullard,
Unequal Protection: Environmental Justice and Communities of Color (San Francisco, CA: Sierra Club
Books, 1994), 278.

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-02/documents/team-ej-lexicon.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-02/documents/team-ej-lexicon.pdf
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considered by the city government, and environmental inequality persisted in

Philadelphia between 1970 and 1990, as exemplified by increased exposure to pollution

and disproportionate proximity to waste disposal facilities by the city’s low-income

residents. The first Earth Day, which is often cited as a landmark moment in36

Philadelphia’s environmental history because thousands of residents participated, is

particularly notable because of its lack of diverse representation. An article published in

the Philadelphia Tribune a few days after the first Earth Day claims that less than 100

black residents participated in the 25,000-person Belmont Plateau Earth Day rally held

on April 22, 1970. The reporter explains that some residents “see signs of usual white

hypocrisy in the sudden outcry over pollution. The poor have lived among trash and

filths all their lives and affluent whites never staged protest marches about that.” This37

view was also shared by multiple residents of color who expressed dismay at the

attention that the environmental movement was receiving among white, middle-class

members of society. Multiple residents interviewed by the Philadelphia Tribune were

disappointed that many white allies of the civil rights movement had moved on to

focusing on environmental concerns while many black citizens still did not have access

to some fundamental human rights. While the Philadelphia Tribune, a newspaper that

describes itself as committed to “reflecting the African-American experience,” expressed

concern over the lack of diversity in the 1970 Earth Day movement, the lack of citywide

37 Charles Wilson, “Less Than 100 Blacks Take Part in Gigantic Earth Day Rites Here,” Philadelphia
Tribune (1912-), April 25, 1970, 532535903, Black Studies Center; ProQuest Historical Newspapers:
Philadelphia Tribune.

36 Diane Sicotte, From Workshop to Waste Magnet (Rutgers University Press, 2016),
http://www.jstor.org.libproxy.temple.edu/stable/j.ctt1gn69sc, 110.

http://www.jstor.org.libproxy.temple.edu/stable/j.ctt1gn69sc
http://www.jstor.org.libproxy.temple.edu/stable/j.ctt1gn69sc
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attention that this issue received is demonstrated by the fact that no articles mentioning

this problem were published in the Philadelphia Inquirer.38

As conversations regarding environmental injustice in Philadelphia grew through

the decades following Earth Day, the prevalence of white residents and white concerns

at the center of the movement persisted. During a 1990 panel discussion hosted at

Haverford College regarding the future of the environment, the former President of the

college explained that “white and affluent” members of society made up the current

environmental movement, and he called on the movement to be more inclusive of a

variety of viewpoints. Environmental activists tended to be white, middle-class39

members of society, and the voices of low-income residents and residents of color were

often ignored by prominent environmental organizers and the city government.

While the environmental justice movement did not begin until the 1990s, the first

significant attempts to bring attention to disproportionate exposure to environmental

harms suffered by marginalized groups emerged on the federal level in the years

following the civil rights movement of the 1960s. A groundbreaking report written by the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 1971 called on U.S. cities to recognize the

intersection of environmental issues and other policy concerns, particularly those

relating to equality and civil rights. This report, titled “Our Urban Environment and Our

Most Endangered People,” acknowledged that the worst consequences of pollution and

other environmental hazards were experienced by low-income residents in cities across

39 Stella Eisele, “Haverford Panel Discusses Environment and Poverty,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, April 5,
1990, 1843183565, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia Inquirer.

38 “Our History,” The Philadelphia Tribune, accessed April 21, 2022,
https://www.phillytrib.com/site/about.html.

https://www.phillytrib.com/site/about.html
https://www.phillytrib.com/site/about.html
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the country. Philadelphia, being the U.S. city with the fourth highest percentage of40

residents living in poverty, featured prominently in the report. The authors of the report

detailed the unique role that the federal Environmental Protection Agency could play in

ensuring that environmental concerns were dealt with holistically:

We have too often been project-oriented in designing solutions to problems such
as poverty, racial inequality, crime, disease and drugs, and rarely ever
considered them as an integral part of a total environmental breakdown. The
Environmental Protection Agency’s most valuable contribution to the solutions of
these problems lies in its ability to envision the inter-relationship of these
problems and deal with them in that light.41

While the 1971 Environmental Protection Agency report made far-reaching claims and

policy recommendations regarding the importance of addressing inequality and

environmental issues simultaneously, it would take years for states and municipalities to

begin implementing their recommendations. A full decade after the report was issued,

the term “environmental racism” was first coined by Benjamin Chavis, a civil rights

leader and environmental activist who led the United Church of Christ’s Commission on

Racial Justice. While speaking at a protest against the placement of a hazardous waste

facility in North Carolina, Chavis defined environmental racism as “racial discrimination

in environmental policy-making and enforcement of regulations and laws.” Chavis42

cited the examples of toxic waste facilities being placed near communities of color and

people of color being excluded from leadership in the environmental movement. While

42 Ryan Holifield, “Defining Environmental Justice And Environmental Racism,” Urban Geography 22, no.
1 (February 2001): 78–90, https://doi.org/10.2747/0272-3638.22.1.78, 83.

41 “Our Urban Environment and Our Most Endangered People,” 12.

40 USA Task Force on Environmental Problems of the Inner City, “Our Urban Environment and Our Most
Endangered People: A Report to the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency” (U.S.
Government Printing Office, September 1971), National Service Center for Environmental Publications.

https://doi.org/10.2747/0272-3638.22.1.78
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issues of environmental racism and environmental injustice did not receive sustained

national attention until the 1990s, the legacy of unequal treatment of marginalized

groups that Chavis describes persisted for decades beforehand.

Throughout the latter half of the twentieth century, as the city of Philadelphia

repeatedly ignored the concerns of marginalized groups, the federal government was

seen as one avenue for bringing attention to environmental justice concerns. One

example of this is a 1984 federal EPA regulation that dramatically reduced the amount

of lead in gasoline. This was of particular importance in Philadelphia, where Dr. Herbert

Needleman, a local doctor at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, studied the impact

of low levels of lead on North Philadelphia children in the late 1960s. Needleman found

over 150 children that had traces of lead in their teeth. These children were often from

working class families and many of them experienced academic difficulties, which

Needleman believed was due to the levels of lead they were being exposed to. The

1984 EPA regulation sought to decrease exposure to lead by decreasing the lead

content of gasoline to 0.1 grams per gallon. The federal government began to enact43

policies and regulations that were favorable to addressing environmental justice

concerns during a time when the city of Philadelphia often failed to do so.

On a local level, people of color and low income communities in the Philadelphia

area were often cast aside in environmental decision-making and policy decisions

during the 1970s and 1980s. Beginning in the 1970s, cities in the United States began

to face a severe solid waste problem. In 1986, a briefing paper prepared for the Center

43 Linda Herskowitz, “EPA Plan to Cut Lead in Gas Is Seen as a Victory in Lead-Poisoning Battle,” The
Philadelphia Inquirer, August 5, 1984, 1849785157, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Philadelphia
Inquirer.
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for Greater Philadelphia Regional Conference of State Legislators explained that “at the

present utilization rates, the remaining permitted capacity of existing landfills in the

[Philadelphia] region was less than two years.” With a growing population and44

inadequate landfill space to dispose of waste, cities had to get creative in finding new

ways to handle solid waste.

One of the solutions that the city of Philadelphia advocated for was the use of

waste-to-energy incinerators that would use energy created during the incineration of

trash in order to generate electricity that could be used in the city. Due to increased45

interest in and opposition to waste-to-energy incinerators in Philadelphia during the

1980s, multiple Philadelphia newspapers frequently wrote articles about developments

in this environmental policy area. For example, the Philadelphia Tribune published an

op-ed that exposed the environmental justice implications of these incinerators:

Unfortunately, low-income areas have been targeted by these waste companies
for construction and operation of their incinerators. Why should these areas be
singled out to suffer from hazardous waste generated from these dangerous
plants? Mainly because these communities do not have the manpower and
resources to defeat such proposed waste products.46

Philadelphia was one of the focal points of the debate over the presence of incinerators

in low-income communities. As established by the Philadelphia Tribune op-ed, these

incinerators were often placed in low income neighborhoods. Researcher Dianne

Sicotte argues that in the case of Philadelphia, “extensively burdened communities

46 Augustus Hawkins, “Waste Incineration: An Unnecessary Evil,” Philadelphia Tribune, January 3, 1989,
532981010, ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Philadelphia Tribune.

45 Edward J. Walsh, Rex Warland, and D. Clayton Smith, Don’t Burn It Here: Grassroots Challenges to
Trash Incinerators (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1997), 3.

44 John M. Hyson, “Briefing Paper on the Environment” (Philadelphia, PA: Center for Greater Philadelphia
Regional Conference of State Legislators, March 5, 1986), Delaware Valley Toxics Coalition Records,
Temple University Special Collections Urban Archives.
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found themselves continually engaged in fighting off new proposals for polluting land

uses opposed by community residents.” One such community located near47

Philadelphia was the city of Chester. In 1980, over 50% of Chester’s population was

black and the city had a median household income of $11,513, which was 70% of the

national average at the time. In 1986, after the largely white community of South48

Philadelphia protested the building of an incinerator at the Philadelphia Navy Yard,

Philadelphia’s City Council decided to instead build an incinerator in Chester. Despite

protests from Chester residents about the dangers of this project, an incinerator was

built in Chester. Philadelphia’s waste management program of the latter half of the49

twentieth century demonstrates the failures of environmental policy during this time, and

indicates the ways in which these policies often disproportionately placed environmental

harms on low-income communities of color.

Conclusion:

Philadelphia, which has often been overlooked in environmental history, offers a

rich example of the connection between citizen activism and progressive local policies

in addressing substantial environmental concerns. During the period from 1970-1990,

Philadelphia implemented several important air pollution control measures, such as

introducing asbestos regulations and monitoring motor vehicle emissions. Philadelphia’s

progress distinguishes itself from many other environmental movements because of the

concurrent steps taken by both citizen activists and the city government. However,

49 Sicotte, From Workshop to Waste Magnet, 131.
48 Sicotte, From Workshop to Waste Magnet, 126.
47 Sicotte, From Workshop to Waste Magnet, 131.
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Philadelphia is also distinguished by the prevalence of environmental injustice in the

city’s citizen advocacy groups and policy making decisions.

The citizen activists and city government officials detailed in this paper took

advantage of a progressive era in the national environmental movement. Citizen

activists capitalized on the activist culture of the time to encourage Philadelphia

residents to become engaged with local environmental concerns, and to pressure the

city to take these concerns seriously. Additionally, the increasingly visible effects of air

pollution in Philadelphia, such as the thick smog that often covered the city during this

time, distressed many residents and encouraged both education and action on

environmental issues. On the federal level, the 1970s reimagined the function of the

federal government in environmental policymaking. The establishment of the

Environmental Protection Agency and passage of multiple groundbreaking pieces of

environmental legislation, including the 1970 Clean Air Act, created increased

regulations and requirements that citizens could use to force city and state compliance

with federal air quality standards. Additionally, the environmentally progressive

administrations of the 1970s encouraged local municipalities to prioritize air pollution

and other environmental concerns. The progressive national attitude towards

addressing environmental concerns allowed for the city and residents of Philadelphia to

introduce multiple substantial air pollution control measures.

While citizen activists during the latter half of the twentieth century are typically

associated with grassroots protests and bottom-up advocacy, this study demonstrates

that environmental activists in Philadelphia also utilized federal legislation and lawsuits
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to force the state of Pennsylvania to comply with and provide adequate funding for air

pollution control measures. Bottom-up advocacy played a large role in getting citizens

engaged and capturing the attention of the city, and activists often prioritized

environmental education by hosting lectures and roundtable discussions regarding

pressing environmental concerns. In addition to this, citizen activists utilized

participatory democracy tactics that allowed them to directly influence policy making. As

outlined above, citizens attended Air Pollution Control Board meetings, filed lawsuits,

and partnered with city government institutions. This project establishes that citizen

activists in Philadelphia, rather than simply organizing grassroots protests, also

employed a variety of complex tactics to exercise direct influence on environmental

decision making.

Additionally, the 1970s and 1980s are often associated with significant

environmental policy progress on the federal level, but the city of Philadelphia provides

a persuasive example of the progress made in local municipalities during this time. The

city of Philadelphia went beyond the requirements of the Clean Air Act of 1970 to

address specific local emission and chemical concerns, such as the prevalence of

asbestos throughout the city. Further, the city addressed concerns unique to urban

areas, such as high motor vehicle emissions and waste disposal limitations. While the

city did face constraints in attaining adequate resources for the strict enforcement of

local policies, this period saw the increased prioritization of environmental policy on the

local level, and was a significant step in establishing the city mechanisms for monitoring

and managing air pollution that exist today.
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The actions taken to address air pollution in Philadelphia from 1970 to 1990 were

significant and groundbreaking in many ways, but the persistence of environmental

injustice presents a major shortcoming. Communities of color and low income

communities in Philadelphia were repeatedly and disproportionately exposed to

environmental harms as a result of deficient environmental policy making. The city often

failed to listen to the concerns of low income and minority community members, which

led to the placement of incinerators and other hazardous waste facilities near these

communities. Citizen activists were primarily white, middle class residents, and

Philadelphia’s environmental groups during this time period alienated residents of color

and low income residents. The failure to adequately address environmental injustice

presents the single largest failure of the 1970-1990 environmental movement in

Philadelphia.

While the period from 1970 to 1990 did not see substantial efforts to adequately

address environmental injustice, and specifically disproportionate exposure to

environmental harms by marginalized groups, recent years have seen the city of

Philadelphia begin to prioritize environmental justice in policy making. For example,

Chris Hill, a former assistant U.S. attorney, won an election as a judge on Philadelphia’s

Court of Common Pleas after running on a platform of standing up for environmental

justice. He cited his work on the “first environmental justice conviction in Pennsylvania”

in 1996, where a company was fined $1.5 million dollars for dumping asbestos and

damaging homes in southwest Philadelphia. Hill’s victory demonstrates the increased50

50 Pete Mazzaccaro, “Hill Attorney Hopes to Bring Experience, Public Service Passion to Court of
Common Pleas,” The Chestnut Hill Local, May 12, 2021,
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importance placed on environmental justice in Philadelphia in recent years. Additionally,

the city recently established its first ever Environmental Justice Advisory Commission,

which is made up of seventeen Philadelphia residents with extensive experience

advocating for environmental justice causes. Environmental justice continues to be a

pressing concern in Philadelphia, and the city has begun to take significant steps to

ensure environmental policy making prioritizes equity.

The city of Philadelphia provides a prime example of the importance of a variety

of tactics being utilized to create long-lasting change on pressing social and

environmental issues. It was the contemporaneous actions of both citizen activists and

the city government that allowed Philadelphia to make remarkable strides in addressing

its significant air pollution problem in the later half of the twentieth century. This example

reinforces the idea that substantial environmental progress requires cooperation and

coordination between not only citizen groups and city government, but also specifically

with marginalized communities in order to take into consideration the disproportionate

harms that they have historically experienced as a result of climate change and

environmental policy making. As Philadelphia continues to address the climate crisis

and environmental justice, historic grassroots and policy initiatives offer important

insight into how to effectively confront these pressing concerns.

https://www.chestnuthilllocal.com/stories/hill-attorney-hopes-to-bring-experience-public-service-passion-to
-court-of-common-pleas,17388.

https://www.chestnuthilllocal.com/stories/hill-attorney-hopes-to-bring-experience-public-service-passion-to-court-of-common-pleas,17388
https://www.chestnuthilllocal.com/stories/hill-attorney-hopes-to-bring-experience-public-service-passion-to-court-of-common-pleas,17388
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